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I want to get the value "abc" that is between 20 and 30 so I tried something with code like this: strtotime($busca)) { $verifica = date('Y-m-d', $qry2); } var_dump($busca); var_dump($verifica); ?> but it is returning me false although I'm pretty sure that the value between 20 and 30 in the database exist. How could I make this script work? Thanks. A: It appears that you are trying to compare dates? strtotime() won't work in such a case. In that case, use DateTime: $qry = DateTime::createFromFormat('d/m/Y', '04/19/2016'); $qry->sub(1, 21); echo $qry->format('Y-m-d'); Output: 2016-04-19 That's a DateTime object, and you can compare them to one another using the
"shorter" time part of the object. So in your case you can compare against $qry->format('Y-m-d'); But, the better way to do this, in my opinion, is to compare to a range in your query. You can compare to either the minimum or maximum date in the range, like so: $qry = DateTime::createFromFormat('d/m/Y', '04/19/2016'); $qry->sub(1, 21
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